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#mathscpdchat 25 May 2021 

 

What have been the ‘highlights’ in your maths teaching this term so far? 

Hosted by Kathryn Darwin 

 

This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag 

#mathscpdchat in Twitter 

 

 

 

Among the links shared during the discussion were:  

 

Where in the world is a trapezoid a trapezium? which is a Cambridge Mathematics blog post by 

Rachael Horsman. The author clarifies some important issues to think about when you are 

working on anything related to the classification of quadrilaterals. It was shared by Heather Scott  

 

Mathigon Polypad which provides online spaces in which users can work with online 

manipulatives that are polygonal tiles. It includes specific spaces for special tiles such as 

Penrose, Kolam and Tantrix Tiles. It was shared by Heather Scott  

https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://www.cambridgemaths.org/blogs/where-in-the-world-trapezoid-trapezium/
https://twitter.com/MathsladyScott
https://mathigon.org/polypad
https://twitter.com/MathsladyScott
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Quizizz which is an online platform providing quizzes with which students can engage from any 

device, and get instant feedback on their responses. Quiz subjects address learning about 

mathematical ideas such as ‘Vertical Angles’, or ‘Parallel lines’. It was shared by Heather Scott  

 

Boss Maths: Vocabulary which are free-to-download resources from Sudeep. Each clearly 

presented, illustrated ‘page’ aims to relate a mathematical term to key words from other subjects 

(or words in common use) that share the same etymology. It was shared by Sudeep 

 

Taxicab geometry which is the Wikipedia entry about a ‘form of geometry’ that students often 

enjoy exploring while practising using mathematical knowledge in a purposeful way. It was 

shared by Perseus 

 

Mathspad: Pythagoras which is a two-page interactive resource consisting of tasks in which 

users are challenged to work out the length of the third side of a right-angled triangle given the 

length of two sides. It was shared by Alice Ward-Gow 

 

 

The screenshots below, of chains of tweets posted during the chat, show conversations about 

what teachers, having reflected on their maths teaching during the first half of this term, want to 

develop, retain or get rid of in the next half term. You can see how conversations developed from 

what some people ‘said’ they want to do! Click on any of these screenshots-of-a-tweet to go 

to that actual tweet on Twitter. 

The conversations were generated by this tweet from Kathryn Darwin: 

 

and included these from Naomh Mackie and Kathryn Darwin: 

 

https://quizizz.com/
https://twitter.com/MathsladyScott
https://www.bossmaths.com/vocab/
https://twitter.com/boss_maths
https://twitter.com/boss_maths
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxicab_geometry
https://twitter.com/futharkvillage
https://www.mathspad.co.uk/interactives/pythagoras/pythagoras.php
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/NaomhMackie
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397262193335361540
https://twitter.com/NaomhMackie/status/1397264174439354371
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these from Laura Gilbert, Kathryn Darwin, Mr Taylor and Sudeep: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/MrTaylorMaths2
https://twitter.com/boss_maths
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397264647116443648
https://twitter.com/NaomhMackie/status/1397266072789729282
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1397263015284809730
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397263271883857920
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397263359632887812
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1397264261055930368
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397264423295782912
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1397264576685694979
https://twitter.com/MrTaylorMaths2/status/1397264868428943366
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https://twitter.com/boss_maths/status/1397278005492428809
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1397279444700700672
https://twitter.com/boss_maths/status/1397281477096873986
https://twitter.com/mathsteachlaura/status/1397282806242361348
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these from Catherine Edwards and Kathryn Darwin: 

 

 

 

 

 

these from Alice Ward-Gow, Kathryn Darwin and Catherine Edwards: 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1397262864986083336
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397263101297315842
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1397265000394379264
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397265271711092740
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1397266158932348938
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1397264869079097345
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397265018127884299
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and these from Perseus and Kathryn Darwin: 

https://twitter.com/futharkvillage
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1397265462002601985
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397265802177417225
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1397266657345773569
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397266892574834690
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1397266558980870148
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397266734583791631
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1397267165905104902
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1397267043704000516
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1397267492964347905
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(to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet) 

 

Other areas where discussion focused were: 

 

the host’s first question focused on the environments in which maths teaching and 

learning has happened during the first half of this summer term: 

• most teachers have enjoyed being back in the classroom with students … some 

teachers are not yet doing all their maths teaching in one (their own) classroom as they 

were doing before the pandemic … most teachers are now allowed to ‘move around the 

classroom wearing a mask’ … some students are wearing masks … some ‘in-person’ staff 

meetings have happened; 

• teachers are trying to focus on positive aspects of their work; 

• being able this term to ‘circulate’ while teaching in a classroom has facilitated some 

aspects of teaching … for example, it is ‘so much easier for picking up and dealing with 

misconceptions quickly’ … behaviour management is easier, ‘quickly getting students back 

on task etc’; 

• the wearing of masks by students has caused some communication difficulties … ‘I 

struggle to hear them at times’; 

https://twitter.com/futharkvillage/status/1397264221948321808
https://twitter.com/futharkvillage/status/1397264720571379714
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1397264865430052871
https://twitter.com/futharkvillage/status/1397265432801955847
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• a few teachers have had to return recently to remote online teaching only … ‘we were 

just getting excited about being almost ‘normal’ but then sadly we had to close due to Covid 

… in the Hounslow borough where it’s pretty bad again’ … the transition to online 

teaching/learning was ‘easier this time – like riding a bike (sadly)’; 

• for teachers for whom part of their role is working with teachers in other schools ‘it has been 

so lovely to finally feel like I’m starting to do my role ‘properly’ now I can visit and support 

the 5 schools I work with … writing an EY maths curriculum, developing Mastery teaching, 

supporting individual children’ … ‘same for me, I can get into the schools I work with and 

see people in person, and the children’; 

• some primary and secondary teachers commented that they are ‘having to go over quite a 

lot of stuff they missed out on this time last year’ … teachers are appreciating help with 

planning their teaching, for example a primary teacher wrote ‘it’s great @NCETM have 

come out with some guidance and advice on slimming down topics’ … ‘today my Year 4s 

struggled to remember what a trapezium is’ …’if it helps my Year 9s kept calling a 

parallelogram a trapezium last week’ … this last exchange between a primary teacher and a 

secondary teacher prompted a discussion about classifying quadrilaterals during which 

these tweets were posted … 
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• this discussion about classifying quadrilaterals developed into a more general discussion 

about helping students acquire mathematical factual knowledge … 
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• some teachers discussed consequences of not being able to take home students’ 

exercise books … ‘enjoying less marking at the moment’ … the host asked ‘Do you think 

the change in marking has made a difference to your teaching or students’ learning?’ … 

‘have more time to do (plan) better lessons’ … ‘being in primary – I see them all day 

everyday – they are constantly getting feedback, so marking just feels like a tick box 

exercise for someone else to see you are doing it’ … ‘I feel the same, in KS4 I use 

whiteboards and circulate so much, I want to correct things FAST and not let a 

misconception be practised’; 

• after having to teach remotely for months ‘it’s really nice to see maths on paper’ … ‘I love 

being able to just put a little circle around something, or a dot, rather than having to say 

’have a think about the 3rd line where you’ve got the 5, - no, the second 5 on that line …’’; 

• some teachers appreciate being back in a classroom where they are better able to 

observe students’ mathematical thinking, for example … 

 

• a teacher commented that ‘so many things are just so much faster in person and I’m 

loving not having to spend half my lesson giving IT support’; 

the host asked what has been a particular highlight for each teacher: 
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• many teachers replied that ‘so many come to mind’ … a very common response was ‘just 

how well students (especially exam years) have adapted and responded to 

everything’; 

• the fact that teachers are now able to meet in person again was a popular ‘highlight’ … ‘I 

feel like I’ve reconnected with everyone again’ … ‘so many useful conversations happen 

casually, in passing, in a dept. I missed this over the second lockdown’; 

• for many secondary teachers the highlight was ‘finishing TAG marking and getting to spend 

some time with Y11s before they finish’ … ‘I can see how much Y11 have learned, 

despite this crazy year’; 

the host asked teachers to describe any materials or teaching strategies that they are now 

using in the classroom as a direct consequence of their online teaching experiences: 

• many teachers are setting online tasks , such as quizzes, but students engage less with 

them than they did during the lockdowns; 

• many are still using Onenote … ‘I now make a page for each lesson and write on it with my 

graphics tablet. At the end of the lesson I distribute the page to the pupils’ ‘books’; 

• many are setting homework online, through Teams … ‘and feedback is given through MS 

Teams’; 

• some teachers are sending emails to students more frequently than they did before the 

lockdowns, and ‘they (students) email me more often’; 

• at least one teacher now puts ‘less stuff on the screen/board at once … students having 

to read off their mobile phone screen made me realise just how much I used to shove up at 

once’; 

• many teachers are still ‘recording lessons for absent students to access, particularly 

whilst we still have a number isolating periodically’ 

• some teachers now always use a graphics tablet in lessons ‘instead of having my back to 

the students while I write on the board’; 

the host asked teachers to describe what they believe was their best lesson this term: 

• at least one teacher ‘loved teaching constructions this term … we have had some real 

‘wow’ moments’ … this comment prompted a brief discussion about each student having a 

compass and ruler and being able to use them effectively … one teacher and her students 

use Mathigon’s Polypad (link provided above) … ‘I’m hoping when I do hand out the 

equipment later on they will be able to use it more effectively’; 

• one teacher enjoyed a lesson with Y9 students on Pythagoras’ Theorem … ‘by the end 

of the lesson all students could calculate the length of a hypotenuse’; 

• another teacher’s ‘best lesson’ was one in which she introduced a lower Y7 set to algebra 

tiles … ‘it made such a difference to their understanding of collecting like terms and 

dealing with negatives’ … the idea of zero pairs helped the students … this comment 
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prompted a brief ‘chat’ about ‘the magic sound effect that zero pairs make’ when they 

combine …’poof’, ‘pop’, ‘a zoom to pair up followed by a squelchy pop to disappear’; 

• in response to the host’s question a teacher commented that ‘I absolutely flew through my 

exponential growth unit, and the students got good grades on the quiz for it’ … ‘it was 

mostly about loans’ … ‘I think seeing how the function grew and changed helped them to 

understand the potential dangers of credit’ … another teacher added ‘bit of a crossover with 

Covid growth as well’; 

• one teacher’s ‘best lesson’ looked at method selection for percentage increase … ‘I was 

able to encourage students to think about which method may be best and when’ … this 

comment prompted some more general chat about students discussing ‘why you 

might pick one method over the other’ … 

 

although almost all of the responses to the host’s last question are shown in the 

sequence of linked-to-Twitter screenshots on pages 2 to 7 above, a teacher also 

mentioned: 

• wanting to develop KS2 pupils’ understanding of shape … and wanting to stop 

stressing about what KS2 pupils have not done owing to the lockdowns. 

 

 


